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Abstract
Drag queens epitomise gender fluidity, since they blur and parody the heteronormative male/female binarism. Their unconventional nature is reflected in the structure of their community, where they have created alternatives to the heteronormative family, which is historically based on heterosexual marriage and parenthood. Drag families are to be seen as places of personal and financial support, a refuge for young gay men who have been rejected by their “real” families and have financial problems. This study seeks to give prominence to the construction of parenthood in the reality television series RuPaul’s Drag Race (2009-ongoing) by analysing the discourse – i.e. the system of statements – around drag family, parenthood and sisterhood in a corpus of 174 episodes. The research is carried out in the light of Corpus Linguistics, with the use of #LancsBox, a software programme for the analysis of language data and corpora.
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INTRODUCTION

RuPaul’s Drag Race (2009-ongoing, henceforth RPDR) is a Netflix reality television series led by drag mother RuPaul Charles, in which a group of drag queens compete for the title of “America’s Next Drag Superstar”. The show has become a popular phenomenon and RuPaul Charles – allegedly the most famous drag queen at the moment – has made drag culture much more accessible to
global audiences. The series has had a fundamental role in propelling drag culture from the invisibility of the drag ball scene to the mainstream of reality television and hegemonic culture. Netflix made the series available almost everywhere in the world, and social networks are flooded with references to the show. It has been exported abroad with glocalised versions, such as Drag Race Thailand (2018-ongoing), The Switch Drag Race (Chile, 2015-ongoing), RuPaul’s Drag Race UK (2019-ongoing), Drag Race Canada (2020-ongoing), Drag Race Down Under (Australia, 2020-ongoing), Drag Race España (2021-ongoing), Drag Race Italia (2021-ongoing). RPDR and its glocalised versions show the mainstream audience the dynamics of 20th-century drag ball culture, where rival drag houses would compete for trophies and prizes. RPDR provides the viewers with an unconventional perspective of the family unit, which is not based on heterosexual marriage and parenthood, but on sorority and the construction of a “collective identity” where drag “sisters” can identify and support each other.

Aim and methodology

This article intends to investigate the construction of parenthood in RPDR by analysing the discourse around drag family, parenthood and sisterhood in a corpus of 174 episodes (which will be referred to as the RPDR Corpus) including the English subtitles of all the thirteen seasons (to date) of the American show; the reference corpus that will be used is the spoken section of the Open American National Corpus (OANC Corpus, hereafter). The RPDR Corpus will be analysed using #LancsBox (Brezina et al. 2021), a new-generation software for the analysis of language data and corpora developed at Lancaster University. This research can be considered a corpus-based study, since it uses corpus data “in order to explore a theory or hypothesis, typically one established in the current literature, in order to validate it, refute it or refine it” (qtd. in McEnery and Hardie 6). The research will be carried out by analysing occurrences, relative frequencies (i.e. per 10k tokens), and collocations of node terms referring to the semantic field of drag parenthood and sisterhood (e.g. family, mother, sister, or daughter, among others).

In linguistics, the term discourse has a wide range of meanings, yet in this context it is to be understood as “a system of statements which constructs an object” (Parker 5) or, as Foucault puts it, as “practices which systematically form the objects of which they speak” (54). Burr maintains that discourse is “a set of meanings, metaphors, representations, images, stories, statements and so on that in some way together produce a particular version of events (…) surrounding any one object, event, person, etc” (32). These definitions imply
that there are multiple discourses around the same object, reflecting the different attitudes that people have towards it. Along similar lines, there are multiple discourses around parenthood, and this article seeks to shed light on the one concerning drag queens. *RPDR* provides the viewers with an unconventional view of the family unit that is not based on heterosexual marriage and parenthood, but rather on “collective identity” (Way 1-80), a concept that will be developed in the following sections.

It should be borne in mind that *RPDR* is a television show in which the mechanisms for the construction of parenthood might diverge from what occurs in real life. Moreover, the language that will be analysed in this study is a fictional reproduction of natural drag lingo, and every generalisation around drag lingo is to be made very carefully. Ferguson defines the study of fictional languages as ‘ficto-linguistics’ (1-17), that is the study of languages occurring not in society (as in socio-linguistics), but in fiction. Moreover, Kozloff claims that fictional language diverges from natural language in that it “has been scripted, written and rewritten, censored, polished, rehearsed, and performed. Even when lines are improvised on set, they have been spoken by impersonators, judged, approved, and allowed to remain” (18). Moreover, the discursive construction of parenthood in *RPDR* might not correspond completely to real life, since what is being said and shown is mediated by the filter of television.

**DRAG QUEENS VS HETERONORMATIVITY**

Drag queens are not just men wearing female clothes and exaggerating female behaviours; they are mainly gay men – but not necessarily, since *RPDR* has hosted drag queens who are male-to-female transsexual people, as is the case of Peppermint (S9) – performing a parody of the heteronormative gender binarism. Oostrik maintains that drag queens’ femininity is a performance of an exaggerated display of gender which ridicules restrictive sex roles and sexual identification (14). In *Workin’ It!* (9), RuPaul states that “drag queens are essentially making fun of the roles people are playing, (...) and have become experts at parody, satire, and deconstructing social patterns”. Drag queen Peppermint (*RPDR*, S9) claims that “the entire point of drag is to give the middle finger to rules of gender”. Therefore, unlike transgender people, drag queens do not intend the performance of femininity sincerely, but as a critique towards the rigidity of heteronormative gender roles. Livia declares that there is a difference between transgender people and drag queens, since “a male-to-female transsexual and a drag queen might use exactly the same stereotypical linguistic features which conventionally index femininity; but whereas the transsexual intends the performance of femininity sincerely and literally, the
drag queen intends it ironically” (“The Future of Queer Linguistics” 92). However, it does not mean that transsexual people cannot perform as drag queens; Peppermint (S9) is one of the first drag queens who has openly declared her sexual transition. What changes is the intention behind gender performances, and drag queens have a sort of political stance against heteronormativity.

Cameron and Kulick define heteronormativity as “those structures, institutions, relations and actions that promote and produce heterosexuality as natural, self-evident, desirable, privileged and necessary” (55). This term was coined by Warner (3-17) and developed by Chambers and Nagel; the latter claims that heteronormativity is based on the “assumption that everyone is heterosexual and the recognition that all social institutions (…) are built around a heterosexual model of male/female social relations” (49-50). Heteronormativity implies that all human beings can be categorised within the binary system male/female, and that heterosexuality is the only acceptable sexuality, since only heterosexual intercourse leads – potentially – to procreation. Heteronormativity and all the institutions promoting it assume that sex and gender are aligned, and that all human beings are heterosexual. Western societies traditionally recognise only a two-gender system based on heterosexual men and women. This system of categorising people in just two exclusive groups is referred to as heteronormativity (Motschenbacher; Motschenbacher and Stegu). Marriage is one institution that has historically promoted heteronormativity in that it was only possible between a man and a woman, and should lead to procreation. Everything that falls outside the perceived heteronormative norms is considered a deviation, and dragqueenism is a socially-engaged art that satirises heteronormative social conventions. RuPaul’s words, for instance, have a political echo, which is made explicit in S10E12:

RuPaul: Ladies, now, I once said every time I bat my false eyelashes, I’m making a political statement. (…) I want you to combine your Charisma, Uniqueness, Nerve and Talent1 for mother and country.

Drag queens are called ‘ladies’, and the seriousness of their political engagement is accompanied by a reference to false eyelashes, in line with the inversion of expected rhetorical routines, which is a typical feature of camp talk included in

---

1 Note that the four qualities that a successful drag queen should have form the acronym C.U.N.T., which is itself a fierce critique towards heteronormativity. The explicitness of the expression used to refer to a serious matter is in line with paradox, a typical feature of camp talk defined by Harvey as “two apparently contradictory notions or views (…) held simultaneously, suggesting the possibility of a more inclusive and complex ‘truth’”. (244)
Harvey’s macro-category of ‘Inversion’ (240-260), which involves the combination of two statements that should be in a causal relationship but are not, as the example above shows. Drag queens are the emblem of gender fluidity, according to which gender identities are not pre-existing attributes of an individual, but are created with the repeated actions that an individual performs (Butler 186-187). Gender fluidity is epitomised in drag queen Gigi Goode’s statement (S12E6):

Gigi Goode: I’ve kind of always teetered between male, female throughout my whole life. I think I really always carry some sense of female in me even when I’m in, you know, non-drag. Growing up, I’ve always been interested in feminine things. (...) I’ve kind of always thought there was no point to putting a label on anything in regards to gender. (...) I think I’m...fluid. Sometimes I identify as more male, and sometimes I identify as more feminine. And I think I’m both and I’m neither.

As Gigi Goode’s statement shows, gender is "not a rigid or reified analytic category imposed on human experience, but a fluid one whose meaning emerges in specific social contexts as it is created and recreated through human actions" (Gerson and Peiss 317). Using Butler’s words, “gender is the cultural meanings that the sexed body assumes; (...) what we take to be an internal essence of gender is manufactured through a sustained set of acts, posited through the gendered stylisation of the body” (9). To put it another way, unlike sex which is fixed unless one seeks help from surgery, “gender is a free-floating artifice” (Butler 10), it is performative, and language, behaviour, physical aspect, clothes, manners, etc. all play a significant role in this process. West and Zimmerman maintain that gender is not "what one is, but, more fundamentally, is what one does" (140).

**DRAG LINGO**

Drag lingo is an expression of the “umbrella” linguistic variety known as camp talk, which is characterised by the co-occurrence of linguistically contradictory features as a way to mock the heteronormative gender binarism. Barrett maintains that drag queens convey queerness “by skilfully switching between a number of linguistic styles and forms that stereotypically tend to denote other identities” (qtd. in Kulick 25). The lingo that drag queens have created reflects their gender fluidity and marginalised condition. Language is one of the means drag queens have at their disposal to create and perform their collective identity. They are members of a *speech community*, a group whose members are “in

---

For a detailed description of camp talk, see Harvey 2000.
habitual contact with each other by means of language, either by a common language or by shared ways of interpreting linguistic behaviour where different languages are in use in an area” (Swann et al. 293). The concept of speech community was first introduced by Saussure (92) and was developed by scholars like Lyons (1970), Hymes (1972), Labov (1972), or Sherzer (1977). Hymes summarises the different studies on speech community, defining it as

a community sharing knowledge of rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech. Such sharing comprises knowledge of at least one form of speech, and knowledge also of its patterns of use. Both conditions are necessary. (51)

Drag queens are members of a group based on a secret language, which creates a sense of drag “sorority” where they can identify and support each other. Kinship terms are very frequent, and gender inversion is particularly evident in this variety. Gender-crossing is a typical linguistic feature of gay male communities (Johnsen, “He’s My Sister!”, “He’s a Big Old Girl!” ; Livia, Pronoun Envy), involving the use of grammatical forms and female kinship terms (e.g. sister, mother, daughter, queen) to refer to gay men. Gender inversion consists in using female pronouns and adjectives to refer to men. Almost all the contestants in RPDR are gay men; nevertheless, when referring to themselves and other drag queens, they tend to use the female grammatical gender, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Gender-crossing in RPDR Corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>He/she</th>
<th>His/Her(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femininity</td>
<td>6279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In RPDR, third-person singular pronouns and adjectives referring to women (i.e. she/her/hers) significantly outnumber those referring to men (i.e. he/his), which proves that masculinity is almost cancelled in the drag lingo portrayed in RPDR. The contestants use the female grammatical gender when they are both in and out of drag. Johnsen maintains that
gender inversion seems to be most frequent in those gay subcultures where a conscious staging of gender is most apparent, for instance among drag queens (...). In these subcultures, gender inversion may convey an understanding of gender as a construction, as something we do, rather than something we are. (153)

Besides, drag queens might refer to themselves or close friends with terms such as sister/sis, to the person who first introduced them to gay society with the terms mother/mama/ma, and to a younger drag queen under their wing as their daughter. It should be borne in mind that, with the exception of female special guests and the judge Michelle Visage, RPDR is a show made exclusively by men. Despite this, kinship terms commonly attached to women significantly outnumber those referring to men, as shown in Table 2.

![Table 2. Kinship terms in RPDR Corpus](image)

The use of female kinship terms is consistent in the show, and it is a representative linguistic feature of drag lingo; hence the title of this study, which is inspired by Rupaul’s declaration in S1E4, when she empathises with drag queen Ongina after she has revealed that she is HIV-positive:
RuPaul: We all are sisters. We are all family. And if one of us is in pain, we are all in pain. We are all in trouble.

The recurrent use of first-person plural pronouns, as well as the use of kinship terms (i.e. sisters, family) helps construct a sense of belonging. Similarly, in S2E12 RuPaul maintains:

RuPaul: Look around you. These are your sisters. Win or lose, love or hate, we are family. And I am your mother.

Therefore, in RPDR, drag lingo is used to “destabilize and decouple univocal conceptions of biology, gender, sexuality, and alterity” (Moore 17). Grammatical gender-crossing transgresses the heteronormative gender binarism by suggesting that the contestants are both male and female, and that the boundary between the two genders is blurred.

The elimination of masculinity is also evident in the attitude that RuPaul and her daughters have towards male physical features, such as muscles, facial and body hair, which drag queens have to hide and feminise if they want to look ‘real’ and successful. Ongina (S1) was the first drag queen in the show who decided not to use wigs at all; her looks were completed by her natural, very short hair, which was often criticised by the judges, as in “I would’ve had your hair down, and just kicked up the femininity of your look a little bit more. (…) when I see you, I still see a little boy. I would love to see more of a little lady” (S1E5).

It follows that it is true that drag queens perform gender fluidity, but it is also true that there are certain basic rules that they need to adapt to in order to be successful; this was particularly true in the very first seasons of RPDR, when the contestants could only be biological men – in line with the traditional concept of drag queen – and perform particularly feminine drag characters; things have been changing throughout the years and in the last years RPDR has become a much more inclusive show.

**RPDR FAMILY**

RPDR reproduces (mutatis mutandis) the dynamics of the drag ball culture that was popular in Harlem (New York City) in the late 1960s, and which was based on balls where members of rival drag families would perform in various
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3 In drag lingo, the term ‘real’ stands for convincingly feminine.
categories for prizes and trophies. Chauncey explains that “gay men created cultural institutions and rituals that fostered a sense of collective identity... the most prominent of these were the drag balls” (291). The ballroom phenomenon is the expression of a counterculture that began as an underground reaction to American heteronormative and homophobic culture, and has gradually become mainstream owing to audiovisual products such as Paris is Burning (1990), and the Netflix series RPDR (2009-2021) and Pose (2018-2021). The creation of drag families is to be seen as a reaction to heteronormative values according to which a man and a woman should marry and have children. Sokalska-Bennett has shown that the union of a mother and a father, who have produced children through heterosexual procreation, is central to the construction of the heteronormative family (61-89). As shown in Figure 1, which lists the words that collocate with the node term ‘family’, sorted into MI2 statistical order on the basis of the strength of collocation in the RPDR Corpus, the adjective ‘drag’ is one of the first lexical terms that collocates with the node ‘family’. Moreover, the figure shows that the discourse around drag family in RPDR is based on ideas which are aimed at creating a sense of belonging to the community: collocations such as ‘family resemblance’, which is used to emphasise the similarity of certain contestants’ styles to their drag houses of origin, nouns such as ‘member(s)’, pronouns like ‘we’, and adjectives such as ‘supportive’ and ‘chosen’. The adjective ‘supportive’ is used in the corpus mainly to compare the contestants’ biological and drag families; the former tend not to support drag queens’ lifestyle, whereas the latter are a shelter for drag queens who have been rejected by their real families. Drag queens share ‘family values’ because they are ‘part’ of the same, supportive community. Despite being a competition, RPDR portrays a supportive community, as is underlined by RuPaul herself in S2E10:

RuPaul: Naturally there was some fierce competition between the queens. It’s a competition. But what impressed me the most was the mutual love and support, because when it comes to drag, support is essential.

Reflections on the concept of support and the contestants’ gratitude for receiving it are very much reiterated in RPDR. Tender moments, when the contestants reveal their fragility with moving words, are often exploited in the show to remember that drag community is a place where drag queens receive emotional support. This is also evident in the dialogues where the term ‘support’ appears, in that the word is hardly ever used in a financial sense; it is rather used to refer to psychological and emotional assistance that drag sisters give to each other.
Drag families are also known as drag houses, that is, “larger kinship units that offer a support nexus for female impersonators and present opportunities for strong interpersonal relationships to be forged” (Schacht and Underwood 145). Drag families are based on a rigid hierarchy, at the top of which there is a drag mother – the most influential drag queen in the house – who has experience and is a mentor to her drag daughters, who are less popular (and usually, but not necessarily, younger) drag queens. Drag daughters commonly refer to each other as drag sisters, as was mentioned in the previous section. According to Way

> drag sister is the most liberal term in defining relationships between queens, because in contemporary drag culture queens refer to each other as drag sisters at times even when they are not members of the same house. Drag sister is more of a general term of respect that bonds queens together based on their collective identity. (4)

Therefore, no matter what drag family a drag queen belongs to, she will still be considered a drag sister by the members of her rival houses, unless there is some specific friction as in every human relationship. In the opening of the Grand Finale (S10E14), RuPaul addresses all the “girls” by saying

> RuPaul: Here in the House of RuPaul everybody is welcome. There ain’t no walls here to divide us. There’s only love, and now let’s say it loud enough so they could hear it in Washington D.C. Everybody say love!

Her statement shows that the ideas of sisterhood and family are much more inclusive among drag queens; even though drag families are in competition with
each other during drag balls, the boundaries of drag houses are much more blurred than in “biological” families, since everyone can join a drag house and be called “sister”. Drag mothers save their drag “daughters”, providing personal and financial support. They teach their daughters how to make-up, sew their clothes, lip-sync, dance and other performative skills. The more trophies a house wins, the more popular it becomes. According to Moncrieff and Lienard, the competition between drag queens facilitates the emergence of hierarchy within drag families, where drag mothers are at the top and their daughters can benefit from their mothers’ elevated social status. Legendary houses, very often mentioned in *RPDR* and taken as models, are the House of Ebony, the House of Xtravaganza, the House of LaBeija, the House of Balenciaga. As members of a family, drag queens adopt the name of the house they belong to as their last name, that is their drag mother’s name; this is also reminiscent of fashion houses (e.g. House of Gucci, House of Chanel, etc.), and is a further element differentiating drag families from heteronormative families, where children usually – but not necessarily – adopt their father’s last name, although in some societies people adopt both parents’ surnames or, in the absence of the father or for other legal reasons, their mother’s name.

Therefore, economic issues, success, “a universal disposition for status seeking” (Moncrieff and Lienard 10) and emotional support are at the basis of the construction of family ties among drag queens. Since few paid professional opportunities are available for individual drag queens (Hopkins 135-149), the struggle facilitates the creation of drag families, which support the new members economically, as is evident in Tyra’s (S2E12) words after joining the House of RuPaul:

Tyra: Before I came here, I didn’t have a place to stay. I was sleeping on my drag mother’s floor. I didn’t have a job. When I came here, my goal was to win. If I went home empty-handed, like, that wasn’t an option.

However, according to Hopkins, joining a drag family has both advantages and disadvantages for young performers’ careers (145-146). They can take advantage of their mothers’ skills, visibility and financial support, but this hierarchical system can sometimes prevent younger drag queens from developing their independence. It is common that drag daughters seeking their autonomy decide to leave their drag families to create their own drag house, which, in the spirit of the competitive drag ball room culture, will inevitably lead to rivalry.

Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that *RPDR* is a television product, and that the construction of the discourse around emotional rather than financial support is more audience-friendly, in that through emotional scenes the
audience can empathise with the contestants. Most of the 67 occurrences of the term ‘support’, indeed, are used in an emotional context, usually after a tear-jerking scene. References to financial support are significantly fewer, often limited to when RuPaul lists the prizes that the winners of the challenges get, or when references are made to the economic difficulties that the contestants had to face in their past. The predominance of an emotional discourse is confirmed by the data obtained with the software programme: the entry term ‘love’ figures as one the positive keywords – i.e. words that are unexpectedly more frequent in the corpus under scrutiny than in the reference corpus – in that it has a relative frequency of 18.74 in the RPDR Corpus and 4.99 in OANC Corpus; similarly, the entry term ‘money’, which makes reference to the financial aspect of drag support, figures as one of the negative keywords – i.e. words that occur unexpectedly less in the RPDR Corpus than in OANC Corpus – in that it has a relative frequency of 1.84 in the corpus under scrutiny and 2.93 in the reference corpus.

The predominance of an emotional discourse is also due to the fact that, historically, members of drag houses belong to social minorities for both their sexuality and ethnicity; they are very often rejected by their families of origin, and, in response to that, choose to create their own families, or become members of an already established one, to seek emotional and psychological support. In the preface to the British play Wig Out!, Tarell Alvin McCraney maintains that

drag houses can be like the home you never had or the home you never wanted. It’s the bond of the house that makes people family, but – just like family – they can be dysfunctional. More often than not, the people coming to join a drag house are already hurt and scared from their own homes, and they bring those wounds into their new family. (5)

In Paris is Burning (1990), which is a kind of “essay in images that introduces us to the drag world and drag performances” (Ferrante 155), as well as a source of inspiration for RPDR, drag queen Pepper LaBeija maintains that

when someone has rejection from their family, when they get out in the world, they search someone to fill that void. (…) I’ve had kids come to me and latch hold to me like I’m their mother or like I’m their father. Houses are not parodies, or grotesque impressions: they are ties among real people, mutual ties built through voluntary affiliation.

Throughout RPDR, it is very common that the contestants show their pain due to familial abandonment or non-acceptance. As Metzger maintains, “although these stories work to evoke audience empathy, they also reaffirm neoliberal values of
individualism” (50) and self-sufficiency. As a matter of fact, tender moments in RPDR are often followed either by successful performances or by the reaffirmation of one’s strength and individuality. They are also followed by explicit statements of what being part of a drag family means, as a way to highlight the supportive nature of drag houses. These dynamics are epitomised in the dialogue between RuPaul and Roxxxy Andrews, just after her elimination from the show (S5E7):

Roxxxy Andrews: It just hits me like not feeling wanted enough, not being good enough, I just feel like my mom never wanted me. (…) I come out as a strong character, I’ve tried to stay so strong, but I’m weak. It just hurts that I was left. Nobody cared.
RuPaul: We. Love. You. And you are so welcomed here. You know, we as gay people, we get to choose our family. We get to choose the people we’re around. You know what I’m saying? I am your family, we are family here. I love you. I love you.

Roxxxy Andrews’s dejection after her elimination brings to her memory the rejection she had from her biological mother. She feels unwanted from both her real mother and her drag mother. RuPaul replies using the first-person plural forms “we” and “our” and reinforcing the sense of belonging by calling her group a “family”. She adds that, as queer⁴ people, they have the opportunity to choose the family they want to belong to if their real families do not accept their sexuality. Drag family is a chosen family, in opposition to one’s biological family, which cannot be chosen. In S5E14, RuPaul reiterates

RuPaul: You (Roxxxy) are my child now. We, as gay people, we get to choose the families. We create families on our own on this journey, and all of my girls, you, all of the girls on this stage and the girls in the audience, we are one big, happy family, and we will all be there for one another.

Similarly to Roxxxy, Jujubee (S2E9) reveals to Raven (S2) that she was abandoned by her biological mother, and she thanks her drag mother Charisma Jeneva Jackson Taye for having accepted her as her drag daughter; she goes even further, in that she calls “mother” her drag mother Charisma Jeneva Jackson Taye, without differentiating the latter from her biological parent:

Raven: Do you talk to your drag mother more than you real mother?
Jujubee: I don’t talk to my real mother at all. (…) She abandoned me. My father died when I was 15. Six months later, my mother found somebody else, and she

⁴ The term “queer” is used here to refer to all non-heterosexual people, as a much more inclusive concept than the acronym LGBTQ+.

[139]
left me to take care of my two younger sisters and to just grow up by myself, and I just stopped being a kid. I just want to thank my mother, Charisma Jeneva Jackson Taye.

Nonetheless, drag families are not to be seen as a mere refuge from deteriorated familial ties. It is very common among drag queens joining *RPDR* to have lost one of or both their parents; the loss makes them more sensitive to relationships, as shown by Asia O’Hara (S10E4) when she told the other contestants about the loss of her parents:

Asia O’Hara: I was 27 when my parents passed. (…) You don’t know what being alone feels like until you don’t have a family connection. (…) Doing drag gave me those family connections. That’s why I really kind of take these moments to heart, because I don’t know when I’m gonna see y’all again after this.

In S10E10 she adds that:

Asia O’Hara: There’s something that happens when you lose your parents at an early age. (…) I think that the beauty that came out of that for me was I became hyper-sensitive to family connection with people that I’m not related to.
RuPaul: So you’re creating family outside of your blood family.

Nevertheless, drag queens’ biological families can also be supportive up to a point where one’s real mother and drag mother coincide. This is evident in Gigi Goode’s (S12E1) words, which surprise the other contestants:

Others: I am living for this outfit of yours.
Gigi Goode: Thank you. My mother made it.
Others: Birth mother or drag mother?
Gigi Goode: Both.
Others: Your mom is your drag mom?
Gigi Goode: Technically, yeah. She’s a theatrical costume designer…

It should be said that this is an exception, since most of the contestants complain about the fact that they have not been supported by their biological families, and that revealing their drag nature to their parents has been considered a second coming out, even harder to accept.
CONCLUSIONS

Drag families, which are also known as drag houses, are based on a strong hierarchical order, being led by a drag mother who chooses to take under her wing less experienced drag daughters. Drag families are presented as based on mutual love and support among their members; they are social places where aspiring performers can find consolation and learn the drag art. This article has sought to explore the construction of a non-heteronormative type of parenthood among drag queens in the Netflix series *RPDR*. For the first time and with a considerable success all over the world, the series brings the dynamics of the drag ballroom culture to the attention of the mainstream audience. References to drag families are constantly made throughout the seasons and the language used to label family roles reflects their gender fluidity and contradictions. For this reason, the first part of this study has sought to define who drag queens are and what genderlect they use. Drag lingo is only one means, though a fundamental one, that drag queens have at their disposal in the process of creating and performing their collective identity and gender subversion.

The analysis of the *RPDR Corpus* shows that femininity has a strong impact on drag lingo, both in grammatical forms and kinship lexicon. The occurrences of female forms outnumber their male counterparts by far. From the analysis of the *RPDR Corpus*, it also emerges that the discourse on drag family in *RPDR* revolves mainly around emotional support, even though references are also made to the financial support that drag queens get within drag houses. It is precisely the struggle to make drag art into a job that facilitates the emergence of drag families (Hopkins 135-149). The drag queens in the show make reference to the straitened circumstances they used to live in before joining the House of RuPaul. However, as the data discussed above have proved, *RPDR* focuses mainly on the emotive (rather than financial) aspect of drag families, which is more suitable to television. Tender moments are common in every episode, which is a way to make the audience know and empathise with the contestants. Drag queens have often passed through a difficult time in their life, and the consolation they find in their drag family is fundamental for their rebirth and success. The drag queens in the show wish for emotional support because of – among other things – the deteriorated ties with their biological families, which led to familial abandonment or non-acceptance. Besides, drag families are also seen as a shelter for orphan drag queens, who lost one of or both their parents. Language, physical look, and the construction of an alternative parenthood are all forms of appropriation of the symbols of heteronormative domination, which are used by drag queens as a means of resisting the domination itself (Barrett 163).
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